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Some of you must be wondering who would be mad enough - oÍ. 
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nt enough - to

write a book called ßight dz IYrong. In fact, the subtitle , How to decide þr1oørse$ contains

the key to the meaning of this book. It is not my personâl catalogue of good ot evil or

my prescriptions about how anyone should act. Itis not a judgemental book quite the

fevefse,

Right dz lYrong How to decideforlourselfwas written in response to a recurring

theme io -y social research: the sense that Âustralians ate fiodirg increasing difficulty in

making confident moral decisions. Parents report that they are finding it harder to

establish a basis for the moral instruction of their children; people complain that they

don't have the same sense of "shared values" in their neighbouhoods and communities

as they once did: there is a growing feeling of hesitancy in our approach to motal

dilemmas.

This has become such a persistent theme thatl can only assume it is a reflecdon

of reahty. I assume that people are, indeed, experiencing more difficulty on their

pathsray towards moral enlightenment. The question is, why might this be so? I think

thete are at least three possible explanations.

First, there has been a loss of respect for the moral authodty of institutions -

especiaþ the church. Church attendance in Australia has plummeted: we're now down

to about L5 petcent of ,\ustalians who attend church tegulatþ and, although chwch

attendance is by no mearis the only indicator of respect for the institutional church as a

moral authority, it is perhaps â symptom. (For a sta;rt,m^ly Âustralians now believe that

some branches of the church have enough moral issues of their own to contend with,

without suggesting how the rest of us might Jive.)

Butit's not only the church: political, judicial commercialf corpotate and cultural

institutions are aß. suffering from a decline in public trust (at least pattly because

intuitional dirty linen is now so commonly exposed to the glate of media publicity).

The second factor contributing to a loss of moral clanty arises from the

connection between the sense of community and the sense of moraltty. If you believe, as

I do, that the moral sense is a social sense - that is, we gradually develop a moral



ftamework out of our experience of leaming how to mb along with other people - then it

would follow that if communities are less stable and less cohesive than they used to be,

moral confi.dence would be a casuaþ of that feeling as if we are members of a

community is the prerequisite for accepting some responsibility for eacln other's well-

being.

The evidence suggests that Australian communid.es are, indeed, less stable and

less cohesive than they used to be. The increasing ethnic diversity, the high rate ol
matnage breakdown, the plummeting birth rate, our shrinking households and the

mobiligv of the population all contribute to this sense of neighbouthoods being more

fluid, mote transient and perhaps moïe "wounded" f}ranin the past. The widening gap

between wealth and povety in Australia is also threatening our confidence in the idea of

zn egahtarian, broadly middle-class society in which we all share roughly the same values

and the same way of life.

When about 45 petcent of contemporary matriages end in divorce, this is a

hrg"þ destabilising factor in community life. The plummeting birth rate, similâdy, takes

its toll in most neighbouthoods, children âct as a kind of social lubricant, facilitating

social connections between their families. As the birth rate continues to fall, that

"lubricanC'is in shorter supply.

The thfud factor that might be dulling our moral clanty is the fact that we seem to

live in â more complex motal univetse than the one inhabited by our parents and

gtandparents. Thete are simply more moral dilemmas facing us and more moral choices

to be made. A sexually permissive society taises new questions about sexual behaviour.

A pervasive dnrg culture - especially arnong the under 30's - raises questions about illicit

drug use nevef imagined by previous generations. With such a high rate of rnarúage

breakdown and re-partrreting we ate facingmore complex decisions about entering and

leaving telationships, and all of them ate charged with moral valency because they have

impJications for the wellbeing of others.

But it doesn't stop there. The field of biotechnology is constantly bringing us

news of ethical dilemmas ftom the frontiers of science. Until the contro\rersy about

embryonic stem cell research empted lastyeat,who would have imagined that

Ausffalians would have been engaged in a debate about 
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biotechnologl, with

scientists, doctots, theologians, lawyets and politicians all having their say and members

of the general public forming an opinion about L rrràtter which might previously have

been regarded as none of their business.



And what will we say about human cloning? Once cloning technology is

perfected, how will we respond if out children or gtandchildren decide, for whatever

reason, that they wish to reproduce themselves via cloning, tafhet thanvta conventional

sexual reproduction. These things seem remarkably controversial now - but so did

contraception, once, and so did the process of in-vitro fertilisation (though the first IVF

baby, Louise Brown, has now passed her 25ú birthdaÐ.

Warfate, too, is subject to ne\¡/ moral ârguments. You will rcczfr,thatwe were

invited to regard the invasion of ,A.fghanistan as not being a convendonalmittary

jnvasion leading to a conventional war: it wâs to be regarded âs pârt of the "w^t oî
tertor" which did not follow the old rules. It was about the pursuit of Osama Bin Laden

and the overthrow of the regime said to be shielding him. Since the moral ftamework

was new, the US announced that the Geneva conventions did not apply, so prisoners

taken in this new kind of wat were rrot to be regarded as 'prisoners of wat', in the

traditional sense - hence, Guantanamo Bay.

\When you consider the loss of institutional moral authodty, increasing

fragmentaion and transience of communities that once sustained our moral code and the

inøeasing complexity of our motal universe, it is perhaps rìot suryrising that so mâny

people report a loss of confi.dence in theil approach to making moral choices and ethical

decisions.

So how should we respond to this ioss of confi.dence? It is alrready clear that

,\ustralians are tesponding in tlree ways.

First, there is the pro-regulation lobby urgtng us to remove as many decisions

as possible fiom the province of the individual conscience by passing laws and creating

rrrles and regulations that will conttol people's behaviout. We are akeady accustomed to

the idea of anti-vilification laws having invaded àî ãr.e we once thought was a matter of

individual moral responsibiJity. Similarþ, we have taken the question of smoking

behaviout out of the hands of smokers and passed laws to control their behaviour. In

everything from corporâte govemanceto advertising ditected at children, the mood

favours more coritrol, more regulation. It is as if we are saþg: 'we can't trust each other

to make sensitive motal choices so we'll hand such mâtters over to the legislators.' I

understand there is everr some discussion about the possibility of legislation to define the

role and responsibilities of parents.

This is a counter-producdve approzch. Anyone who has raised childten knows

that if you simply produce a long Jist of prohibited activities, the children become



preoccupied v¡ith loopholes ot else they decide ihat "if it's riot on the list, it must be

okay". So you have to keep lengthening the list. There is some risk that Âustralian

society is heading in the same ditection and it's a trend I believe we should resist. For a

start, there is ail the difference in the worid between morality (which is about fairness and

fteedom to choose) and law (which is about justice and obedience).

,\ second, more enlightened approach to our present difficulty comes fiom those

who ate saying thatif our sense of motality depends on our sense of connectedness vrith

communities, then we need to do more in the area of community development.

Anyone involved in the development of communigv life is, in effect, making a significant

contdbution to our motal health as well as our social and emotional health. Urban

plannets, adult educators, organisers ofdiscussion groups, book clubs, choirs... anyone

who is bti"gtg us togethet is likely to increase out willingness to accept responsibility

for each othet's wellbeing.

But the third way is the best way: ultimateþ, we have to acknowledge that the

tesponsibility fot the moral health of our society rests on each of us, individually.
'We have to wanl to do the right thing; we have to wailt to make better and fatter moral

choices; we have to wanl to offet a better moral example to our childten, our neighbours,

our colleagues and fiiends. In other words, it is ultimately up to us to decide for

outselves what's right and wrong - even though we know the process will be influenced

by the context in which we âre making these decisions.

Once we start thinking about how to decide what's right and wrong, any number

of people are available to advise us. Even Ernest Hemingway - not notrnally regarded as

a motal authority - orice delivered himself of the opinion that "what is moral is what you

feel good after an.d what is immoral is what you feel bad aftet". . . which is no heþ at all,

of course, because you won't know until after.

The wonderfully cynical US journalist and commefrtator, HL Mencken, once

observed that "conscience is the inner voice which wa1îs us that someone may be

lookint'', which seems wide of the mark! It's not unusual to hear politicians and business

leaders talking about the sobering effect of public exposure on their decision making, but

the reasoning is flawed: if we ate only reftaining from doing something because public

exposute would humiliate us, this is very diffe¡ent from avoiding it because it is wrong. I

argue throughout the book that we should be doing the right thing for no reason other

than that we know it is the dght thing to do.



My favourite quote about ethics comes from the field of business ethics which is

perhaps the most significant chapter ir -y new book. It is clear Íhatmany Austtalians -
especiaþ young people - feel rhey are being asked to cut motal corners at work: it is now

wideþ accepted thatif there is a collision between commetcial imperatives andmora,l

imperatives in the worþlace, the commercial imperatives will prevail. If there is tension

between the bottom line and the social conscience, the bottom line will win. It is

becoming 
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that, in a chmate of harsh "economic rationalism",mãrty people feel

as though they operate in something of zmoralvâcuum at work, even if they are quite

clear about the moral framework fot their personal lives.

PriceV/aterhouseCoopers published a survey last yeat in which they found ¡hat 47

percent of Australian businesses had experienced corporate crime in the previous two

years: that is, cdme committed against the organisation by its own employees. Such

crime rânges ftom the kind of cornrption that lead to the collapse of HIH, or the

infamous IGng Brothers' bus company which a;pparcntly had 300 phantom Mercedes

buses running around country NS!ø (they didn't exist, but they wete fully financed by a

bank), all the wa)r down to people who ate fiddüng the petty cash or manipulating a

computer payroll fot thete own advantage.

If there is as much corporâte crime as that, what does that say about the climate

for ethical decision-making? US tesearch has suggested that moral issues do not get

much of an ainngin the workplace, whete m^ny managers suffet from so cailed "motal

muteness" - believing that even if they are aclng out of stTong ethical princþles, they

shouldn't say so lest they be regarded as wimps or bleeding hearts. Thus, m^rry people

experience the wotkplace - and the business of management - as "morâlly neutraf',

which is whyJustice Neville Owen, in his report on the Royal Commission into the

collapse of HIH,lamented the fzct that'this seems to have been an organisation in which

rro orre ever asked the question "Is this right?".'

CIearIy, it is time to put ethics on the business agenda and to encourâge moral

reflection among our employees. Occupational Health and Safety now has a peffianent

place on the agenda of most business meetings: isn't it time for "ethical issues" to

become similarþ ubiquitous?

But to return to the quote I was about to tead you. It comes from one of my

favourite philosophers, Groucho Matx: "The sectet of success in business is honesty and

far dealtng. If you can fake that, you've got it made." (It was, Groucho, of coutse, who

also said, "Those ate my princrples! If you don't like them.. . I have some others.")



Needless to sây, that is not the basis on which I have written Right dt ll4vng How

ro decideforlour se$. Rather, I'm suggesting that each of us might strìve to achieve "moral

mindfulness". Shamelessly borrowed ftom Buddhism, "moral mindfulness" refers to a

state of mind in which our moral âritennâe âïe constântly twitching, in which we are

constantly reflecting on the moral lessons our experience has taught us and visualising

the possible outcomes of actions we ale contempiating taking. "Motal mindfulness" is

an arl:lalgam of meditation, contemplation and inttospection.

Many of us have developed intuitive tests for encouraging this state of mind.

The Rotarv organisation. for example. has a four-wav test: "Is it the tnrth? Is it fair to all

concerned? S7ill it build goodwill and better friendships? \øill it be beneficial to all

concemed?" That's a good test because it doesn't set out rrrles we have to follow; it

enunciates principles we can embrace and apply in any setting.

Some parents encorüâge their moral mindfulness by imagining whether they

would want to encourage their own children to behave in the sâme wâ)r as they behave.

,{nother good test to encorüage moral mindfrrlness is to ask "what's in this for

me?" That's a questiori we normally ask in a spirit of self-interest, but it can also be

asked in a spilit of moral sensitivity: is there so much in this for me that it is blinding me

to the moral issues invoived?

,4.11 such tests âre useful, but I believe we need more. Let me offer you a

metaphor, borowed ftom Martin Heidegger, to illustr:ate what I mean.

In an autobiogtaphical essây, Heidegger was descdbing the experience of walking

along apath on the outskirts of the village whete he had grown up in rrrral Gertnany, and

suddenly coming upon a magnificent oak ttee on the edge of a wood. Standing and

contemplating this oak, Heidegger noted how it was both "open to the sþ and rooted to

the earth". This led him to write: "everything real and tme only prospers if mankind

fulfils at the same time the two conditions of being ready fot the demands of highest

heaven and of being safe jn the shelter of the fruitful e rfh."

That is a poetic way of sâtrng the very thing that lies at the heart of my new

book. I am suggesting that, in order to approach the state of moral mindful-ness, we

need to pursue two quite different lines of questioning. First, the classic utiltarian

questions about consequeflces: 
'What will be the effect of this action on othet people?

\Øill it do more good than harm? \Øi11it produce the greatest possible happiness for the

greâtest possible number? \Øill it ptoduce more pleasure than pain? Or, more testingly,

wäl it ptoduce anlharm? Arypatn?



These questions ate impoftant because they "root us to the earth". They are the

questions about the consequences, implications and effects of our behaviour on the

community to which we belong.

But I believe the utilitarian questions âre not enough. Moral mindfulness

demands that we also ask questions that "open us to the sLy" - idealist questions about

goodness, virtue and personai integrity. These 
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îot questions about consequences fot

othets, but for outselves: we can easily imagine m acldon that has no negative

consequences for others but still tarnish our own sense of our own integrity. So we need

to ask: Is this action in harmony with my idea of virtue? ìØül this acdon bring me closer

to my ideal of goodness? Søill I admire myself - is this the way I aspire to behave? Is

this the action of the kind of person I want to become?

So if we pursue both the utiÌirarian and the idealisrbne of questioning, we will give

ourselves the best possible chance of achieving the state of moral mindful,ness. . .of

aclrieving moral confidence, whether we 
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deciding how to treat asylum-seekers, ot

whethet to invade anothet countly, or whether to pâss on a jrncy piece of gossip, ot

whether to leave an unsatisfactory telationship, or whether to assist a termtnalTy ill person

in great pain and disttess to a premature but comfotable death. IüØhatevet the

circumstances, we need to considet both the consequences fot others and the

implications for our own sense of our own integrity.

But will this dual line of questioning guarântee that we will always know what is

right for us? 'S7ill it guarantee the moral clanty for which we yeam? Unhappily, not

always. 
'SØe will still sometimes find ourselves having to choose the lesser of two evils.

\Øe will still find outselves existing in a state of moral chaos in which we will sometimes

know what's right but not do it - perhaps because we âre sv/ept by more powerful

passions of one kind or anotfrer.

rüØe may draw some comfort from the wotds recently written by Simon

Blackburn, Professor of Philosophy at Cambridge, in his book Being Good: "If we are

catefirl, and mature, and imaginal)ve, and fau, and nice, and lucþ, the moral mirror in

which we gaze at ourselves may not show us saints - but it need not show us monsters,

either." Perhaps that's as high as we cân aspire. \X/hen we look in the moral miror we

don't want to see monsters and we mây never see saints, but presumably we would like

to see someone who is sttiving towards the ideal of moral mindfulness.



I suggested at the outset that Right dz lYrongis neither a prescriptive nor a

judgemental book. It is not my petsonal catalogue of dghts and wrongs, but it does draw

some conclusions. Like most people who study the matter, I conclude that when we

seek our own happiness at the expense of someone else's, we'll generaþ fâil. I conclude

that moralising usually does more hatm than the behaviout it criticises: when we make

judgements about other people's behaviour, we are usually adding more to the sum of

human unhappiness than they are.

I conclude that lying can be justified undet many circumstânces. (For example, I
don't think "that was a loveþ evening2' is a heinous cdme, even if ,rrou were bored dgid,

nor do I think I should tell the truth to a violent husband who is knocking at my door

wanting to know the whereabouts of the battered wife I have concealed in my attic.)

But I think we know where to draw the line with lying: þing is alwajtswtong when it

involves the exploitation of someofle else for our own benefit.

The book also argues that the end rareþ justifies the means and that every action

undertaken on the way to a morally acceptable goal should itself be morally acceptable.

I want to conclude by reading the final patagraph of the book.

Even when we share the same values and try to live in harmony with the same

virtues .we won't always agtee with each other about what's right and wrong in

particular cases. But wise moral decisions will always acknowledge our

interdependency: orü moral choices âre ours alone, but they bind us to all those

who will be affected by them. So deciding foryourselfwlnat's dght and wrong does

not meân deciding tn isolafion. Though we may sometimes feel like independent

little boats bobbing about on the surface of some trackless ocean, we are zctûa.l7y

-o1s like the strands of a vast, evolving web. \ü/e depend on our connections

with each other for our sense of identity, morality, emotional secudty and

psychological-wellbeing; in that sense, we belong to each other.

That sense of intetconnectedness is both the wellspring and the lifeblood of any moral

code because it is the pre-requisite for accepting responsibiJity for each other's wellbeing.


